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But do CX surveys still play a role  

in all of that? 

We know customer feedback collected 

through surveys complements 

behavioral data and leads to better 

customer insights and predictive models. 

Surveys can also be important brand 

touchpoints — especially when used 

to engage in richer conversations with 

customers that lead to better service 

recovery and stronger relationships 

over time. 

So yes, it seems they can still play a role 

in an omnichannel world. Yet to remain 

relevant in this increasingly complex 

environment, surveys must adapt to 

changing customer expectations. 

Well-designed and well-executed 

surveys are a critical part of a larger 

customer insight strategy that includes 

capturing customer shopping behavior, 

measuring and acting on CX at multiple 

touchpoints, and creating stronger 

relationships with customers.

Before we get started, do customer 
experience surveys still matter in an 
omnichannel world? 

The omnichannel experience is radically 
changing the ways customers and brands 
interact. When implemented successfully, 
an omnichannel strategy:

Provides multiple 

touchpoints for 

customers to connect 

with a brand

Delivers a more 

personalized customer 

experience

Gives brands a wealth  

of customer data they can 

leverage to make better 

business decisions
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What is 
omnichannel?

The omnichannel experience continues 

to evolve as new technologies and 

channels offer more ways for customers 

to interact with brands. Still, there are 

omnichannel elements that are familiar  

to many customers, and most interactions 

involve a combination of online, in-store, 

mobile, and social interactions. Consider 

the following scenarios:
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Scenario #1

Meet Greg
Greg decides he needs a new look 

for a business dinner party tonight. 

He goes to the website of a brand he 

likes and compares shirt features and 

prices. The brand’s website shows 

three shirts in the style, color, and size 

he wants available at a store close to 

him. When Greg arrives at the store 

later that day, the sales associate 

has the shirt he selected waiting 

for him. The associate suggests 

a complementary tie at a special 

discount based on Greg’s purchase 

history with the brand. Greg uses his 

mobile phone to purchase the shirt 

and tie and leaves the store satisfied 

and confident he will look his best 

that evening.
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Scenario #2

Kaisha’s kids
Kaisha is running errands with her young 

children in an area of the city that is 

unfamiliar to her. She needs to find a 

quick place to grab a bite to eat. She 

wants a place that is inexpensive, has 

some healthy options, and is kid-friendly. 

She thinks of a fast-casual restaurant 

that promotes its healthy food through 

social media ads and discussions. She 

uses her mobile phone to find out how 

close the nearest restaurant is to her. 

Although a little out of her way and 

a little more expensive than closer 

options, she elects to take her kids to 

the healthier restaurant. She wonders 

if the restaurant has an app that would 

let her order and pay ahead of time so 

she could avoid waiting in line with her 

hungry and impatient kids.
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As the examples illustrate, 
omnichannel can look 
very different from brand 
to brand, depending on 
the touchpoints available 
to customers and how 
customers use them. 

Defining 
omnichannel

Let’s look at each part of this 

definition in more detail. 

SMG omnichannel ebook //  What is omnichannel?

Here we’ve provided a definition that transcends the methods 

used to deliver an omnichannel experience and instead focuses 

on its goals: 

A system of integrated brand touchpoints that:

Delivers a seamless 

(effortless) shopping and 

purchasing experience 

for customers 

Creates a consistent and 

favorable impression of 

the brand 

Provides brands with 

information on customer 

preferences and past 

behavior to help them 

optimize profitability
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First, what is a seamless shopping experience? 

In general, a seamless shopping experience is one 

in which information about the customer — his or her 

preferences, purchase behavior, personal information, 

and payment information — is available across 

multiple touchpoints and can be called upon to make 

transactions with the brand more efficient and effective. 

A seamless shopping experience makes it easier for 

customers to do business with a brand.

SMG omnichannel ebook //  What is omnichannel?

Defining 
omnichannel
A seamless 
experience
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Second, an omnichannel experience must also create 

favorable impressions of the brand. Basic functionality 

is a starting point: stores are open when they say they 

are open, websites are up, links and buttons work, 

someone answers the phone when customers call, 

and social media sites show activity. 

Beyond basic functionality, touchpoints also need 

to be consistent with the brand’s value proposition 

and purpose: 

• A website for a luxury goods retailer needs quality 

photos of merchandise and a luxurious feel

• A mobile app for a quick-service restaurant  

needs to make ordering faster

• A social media site for a brand that says it puts 

customers first needs to quickly respond to posts 

by customers

SMG omnichannel ebook //  What is omnichannel?

Defining 
omnichannel
Favorable 
impressions

Touchpoints that don’t help reinforce 
a favorable impression of the brand, 
either by functioning poorly or by 
diluting the brand experience, erode 
customer loyalty rather than foster it. 
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Third, an effective omnichannel strategy captures 

information about customer preferences and 

shopping behavior that can be used to increase 

customer visits, spend, and ultimately profits. In 

many respects, the omnichannel experience is an 

extension of data capture capabilities traditionally 

associated with online retailing to a physical 

store environment. 

While a seamless CX and consistent messaging are 

valuable in their own right, the ability to leverage the 

big data associated with customers’ omnichannel 

behavior is what excites consumer insights and 

marketing professionals. 

Savvy retailers will use this information to deliver 

the right product to the right customer at the right 

time more efficiently. And more efficient sales  

mean less cost and higher profitability.

SMG omnichannel ebook //  What is omnichannel?

Defining 
omnichannel
Actionable data

Where  
they look for 
information How often 

they visit

What they like

How much 
they’re willing 

to pay

What helps get 
them to buy

Through omnichannel 
CX, brands can better 
understand the behavior  
of their customers: 
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So what are the integrated brand 

touchpoints or channels that comprise 

the omnichannel experience? Pictured 

on the right are the most common 

omnichannel touchpoints. These will 

differ based on who owns them (e.g., 

are they owned, paid, or earned?) and 

what they can be used for (e.g., to 

get product information, to market to 

customers, to facilitate service recovery, 

to make purchases). 

SMG omnichannel ebook //  What is omnichannel?

Company employees Physical store

Company app

Company website

Direct mail + email

Review sites  
+ blogs

Contact center/chat

Social media

Traditional + digital 
advertising

Transactional + 
relationship surveys

Key omnichannel 
touchpoints

An omnichannel  

CX can involve  

multiple touchpoints  

for different  

customer journeys
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SMG omnichannel ebook //  What is omnichannel?

The most obvious touchpoints are a 

retailer’s physical (brick and mortar) stores 

and its website or e-commerce site. 

 

 

 

 

Store employees can also 
be thought of as unique 
touchpoints because of their 
ability to influence CX.

As we’ll discuss later, customer surveys 

can be additional key touchpoints 

because of their ability to facilitate 

service recovery, generate positive 

word of mouth, and build stronger 

relationships with customers. Similarly, 

contact centers or online chat can 

facilitate service recovery, support 

problem resolution, and help reinforce 

brand values. 

Omnichannel also includes: 

• Direct mail and email that prompt 

customers to make a purchase  

or help keep a brand top of mind

• Digital advertising that lets 

customers take action immediately 

with a mouse click

• Print, billboard, and television 

advertising focused on building brand 

awareness and equity over time

The two key touchpoints we didn’t 

cover — mobile and social — will be 

discussed in the next section because 

of the way they are so powerfully driving 

omnichannel CX and changing the 

balance of power between customers 

and brands.

Key omnichannel 
touchpoints
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3 trends driving 
omnichannel growth

A closer look at the driving forces 
behind the omnichannel environment 
illustrates it’s not a passing fad.  
We can also get an idea of where  
it may be heading next.

There are three major trends driving 
omnichannel adoption by brands  
and customers:



Growth of mobile  
and smartphone use

Popularity of  
social media2
Ease of collecting 
information3

SMG omnichannel ebook // 3 trends driving omnichannel growth
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1
Mobile devices and smartphones are everywhere. 

As of 2016, 68% of adults own a smartphone and 

roughly three-quarters are using the internet at least 

once a day.1 Internet usage has grown about 11% per 

year since 2008  —  driven primarily by access through 

mobile devices.2 And with Millennials now making 

up 25% of the marketplace, we can only expect the 

mobile trend to continue. 

Mobile devices provide customers with unprecedented 

access to information, anytime and anywhere. They can 

search for information on brands and competitors at any 

point in their purchase journeys. 

Mobile devices also give brands access to customers. 

Brands can follow them as they shop, pushing 

messages and promotions to potential customers 

based on their location. This type of contextual 

marketing is a big part of the future of omnichannel.

Although in-store Wi-Fi enables some 

tracking of customers, many brands rely 

on proprietary apps to stay connected with 

customers and exert more control over the 

information they exchange. According to 

a recent Google study, 19% of smartphone 

apps used daily are retail related, and one in 

two app users will turn to their apps to help 

make purchase decisions.3 And while mobile 

payment has been relatively slow to take 

hold, it’s poised to become the dominant 

customer payment method for goods and 

services — and global customers are leading 

the way. According to Forrester, mobile 

purchases (those generated on smartphone 

and tablet, including both apps and mobile-

optimized web) make up approximately 35% 

of all e-commerce purchases.4 And countries 

like Japan and South Korea see over 50% of 

purchases made via mobile devices.5  

Growth of mobile  
and smartphone use

SMG omnichannel ebook // 3 trends driving omnichannel growth

68%
of adults own  
a smartphone

3/4 use the internet  
at least once per day

35%

of e-commerce 
purchases made 
from mobile

Some countries 
see over 50% of 
purchases made 

via mobile devices

KR

JP

of smartphone 
apps used daily 
are retail related

19%

>50%
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Social media is also becoming a permanent feature 

of everyday life. A Pew Research study indicates 65% 

of American adults use social networking sites — a 

tenfold jump in the past decade. A full 90% of young 

adults ages 18–29 use social sites and 35% of adults 

65 and older.6 

Sites like Facebook and Twitter are a low-cost way 

for brands to market to customers and increase 

brand engagement. These sites allow customers to 

share information with one another about their brand 

experiences — therefore serving as a platform for users 

to signal their identity and values through what they 

share and who they share it with. 

And brands are using social media as part of their 

multi-level marketing strategies. More and more, they’re 

focused on how to get influencers to like them, share 

their content and messages, and refer others to their 

brand. In some cases, influencers are incented for 

performing these behaviors.  

For some users, social networking sites also serve the 

more practical function of leveraging a larger trusted 

network to get better information about products and 

brands that can aid in decision-making. Not surprisingly, 

customers trust product and brand recommendations 

from friends and family more than any other source 

of information.7 

A customer’s decision to purchase a particular product 

at a particular store can be influenced by star ratings, 

positive and negative comments on a brand’s social 

media site, recommendations or warnings from friends, 

or even detailed product review videos on YouTube. 

In fact, 80% of consumers said they’re more likely to 

purchase a product if there are positive reviews on 

the company’s website or Facebook page.8 In-store 

signage, packaging, and even paid advertising can 

pale against the amount of information available to 

customers through social channels that are not owned 

by the brand. 

The exchange of information about brands on 

social media platforms is changing customers from 

passive shoppers to more active co-creators of brand 

experiences and brand identity, which has implications 

for marketing that we’ll discuss later. 

Popularity of  
social media2

SMG omnichannel ebook // 3 trends driving omnichannel growth

of young adults 
ages 18–29 use 

social sites

65%

90%

of adults ages 
65 and older 

use social sites

35%

of American adults  
use social networking sites

(10X more than a decade ago)
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3

SMG omnichannel ebook // 3 trends driving omnichannel growth

Just as customers have access to more information 

through mobile devices and social networks, brands too 

have access to more information because the cost to 

collect, store, and analyze customer data is decreasing. 

Technology is making it easier to track customer 

behavior and opinion through location-based mobile 

research apps, purchase history, or surveys. And all of 

this data is piling up! Each day, 2.5 quintillion bytes of 

data are created — so much data that 90% of all data has 

been created in the last two years alone.9

This wealth of information can help brands understand 

what products or services customers are likely to buy 

next as well as the overall value of a customer. In turn, 

this helps retailers do a better job targeting marketing 

efforts to customers and prioritizing rewards and 

service recovery efforts. 

Increasingly, customers are willing to 

share more personal information if 

they are given some control over what 

they share and if they believe it will 

lead to increased convenience or more 

relevant products and services.10 

Of course, trust in a brand is a prerequisite to sharing. 

Trust will be even more critical as more customer 

behavior can be measured. The idea of an Internet of 

Things — that devices will talk to one another to deliver 

a seamless experience to people across multiple 

domains — is based on capturing all kinds of data, from 

when people leave and return home each day, to when 

they change their thermostat settings, to how often they 

water their lawns, and much more. 

It’s not difficult to envision this data being combined 

with customer data. For example, by opting in once 

through a message on her mobile device, a customer’s 

car drives her to a self-bake pizza restaurant, where 

she picks up a pizza that has already been paid for, and 

arrives home to find her oven already set at the right 

temperature to bake it. 

Scenarios like this will of course require 

technology, but also trust from customers built 

on brand transparency and brand reliability.

Ease of collecting 
information

TRUST
in a brand  

is key to sharing

2.5 
QUINTILLION  

bytes of data created daily
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3 key ways omnichannel  
is changing expectations

Retail CX continues to evolve 

in many ways, but omnichannel 

trends are already having a 

significant impact on customer 

expectations in three key areas:

1

2

3

Speed

Intimacy

Empowerment



Speed:  
Omnichannel means 
fast and easy

1

As with the introduction of most 

technology, the omnichannel 

landscape is changing customer 

expectations about how fast they 

should be able to shop and buy. 

Greater access to information through 

mobile devices, mission-relevant ads 

and offers, and mobile order and 

payment options enable faster and 

more focused customer journeys.

In essence, these technologies are providing many 

of the benefits of online shopping to customers when 

they shop physical stores. And data suggests a majority 

of customers still prefer shopping physical stores. 

While e-commerce sales are growing faster than 

offline retail, they are still less than 10% of all retail 

sales.11 In fact, according to one report, 87% of 

customers said they plan to shop in brick and mortar 

stores at least as much as they did a year ago, and 

65% said if a product was available online or in a 

nearby store, they would prefer to shop in the store. 

The primary reasons customers give for wanting  

to shop physical stores are:

The ability to touch and feel products

The ability to get the product  

they want immediately12

10%
of all retail sales are 
e-commerce sales

65% of customers 
would prefer to shop in the 
store if product is available

87% of customers plan 
to shop in-store at least as 
much as they did a year ago

SMG omnichannel ebook // 3 key ways omnichannel is changing expectations
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Speed:  
Omnichannel means 
fast and easy

However, in a true omnichannel environment, all 

channel experiences influence expectations for other 

channels. While e-commerce allows things like saved 

searches, product recommendations, and product 

ratings and reviews, traditional characteristics of in-

store shopping — like closely examining or trying on 

merchandise — will undoubtedly evolve to become 

features of successful e-commerce sites. 

In the same vein, as pure online experiences continue 

to change expectations about how quickly customers 

can get products delivered to their homes, retail stores 

will need to acquire additional advantages to offset 

their lost monopoly on immediacy. 

These changing expectations around speed are one 

reason omnichannel investments are projected to 

grow 10% per year and represent 54% of new tech 

spending and 30% of all tech spending by 2017.13  

An omnichannel experience needs 
to be seamless to customers, and 
the more seamless it gets, the more 
customer expectations are likely 
to increase.

1

SMG omnichannel ebook // 3 key ways omnichannel is changing expectations

10%
Omnichannel 

investments are 
projected to grow per year
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Omnichannel is changing customer 

expectations about personalization 

and brand intimacy. The more 

customers know about a brand and 

the more a brand knows about them, 

the more personally and intimately 

they expect to be treated. 

Customers know evolving technology allows brands 

to collect information about them. They know this 

because they have to decide what information is 

reasonable to share each time they download an app 

or join a loyalty program. And when they hear about 

another data breach or identity theft, customers are 

made aware of the volume of information that exists in 

the databases of multiple brands. 

They know all this, yet they still decide to share if they 

perceive they will get value in return. But they won’t 

stay with brands long if interactions take unnecessary 

effort and communication from the brand isn’t relevant 

to who they are as individuals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Customers need to see how brands 

are using their personal data to create 

value for them, not just for the brand.

Intimacy:  
Omnichannel means a brand 
knows individual customers

2

SMG omnichannel ebook // 3 key ways omnichannel is changing expectations

Purchase history

Favorite location

Likelihood 
to recommend

Complaints

Reviews

Time of visit

Rewards
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Empowerment: 
Omnichannel means the 
customer’s in charge

3

The old adage that information is 

power wasn’t coined with omnichannel 

in mind, but it might as well have been. 

Mobile technology lets customers 

get information about brands and 

competitors when it’s needed most: 

• In a store, customers can decide if they want  

to buy a product online for less money without  

going home to check an e-commerce site 

• They can check a nearby competitor’s  

product prices and availability

• They can look at online reviews 

Information creates alternatives for customers, and their 

knowledge drives prices down.14 Not surprisingly, one 

thing customers say they want most when shopping 

physical stores is associates empowered to match 

competitor prices in response to information provided 

by the customer.15  

It may be obvious that information can drive down 

a brand’s pricing authority, but in an omnichannel 

environment, brands also compete on values. 

Omnichannel touchpoints — especially social sites 

and blogs — are forcing brands to become more 

transparent on multiple fronts: pricing, product origin, 

labor practices, environmental impact, sustainability, 

and more. 

Information gleaned from omnichannel touchpoints can 

not only jeopardize pricing authority, it can jeopardize a 

brand’s moral authority. In many ways, this can be even 

more damaging to a brand in the long run. 

Customers’ ability to document their interactions  

with brands through photos, videos, or check-ins —  

and the ability to share this contextual information 

through social networks — is giving customers more 

power in influencing the conversations about brands. 

Before the proliferation of digital devices, internet 

access, and social media, brands had dominant power 

in creating and communicating the narrative around 

their purpose, points of differentiation, and values.  

It was the marketer’s job to make sure customers  

were aware of brands, and then to help define  

the critical purchase criteria that would place 

their brand in preferred position in the customer’s 

consideration set.16

But social media now gives customers unprecedented 

control in shaping a brand’s message over time, 

because customers can influence one another more 

powerfully. 

SMG omnichannel ebook // 3 key ways omnichannel is changing expectations
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Brands can spend millions on advertising to position 

their products where they like, but now customers can 

talk with each other (and the brand) about whether that 

positioning and value proposition really make sense. 

Through Facebook posts, tweets, and YouTube reviews, 

customers say (and in some cases demonstrate) the real 

strengths and weaknesses of a product or brand. 

Ratings and reviews sites are one such source of 

information about brands. A 2015 study found 92% 

of consumers regularly or occasionally read online 

reviews, and 88% will trust reviews as much as 

personal recommendations.17  

Still, customers are skeptical of reviews, especially in 

the wake of high-profile cyber shilling revelations from 

prominent retailers like Amazon18, 19 and Yelp.20 

A lack of integrity in online ratings hurts those brands 

trying to create positive reviews by delivering a 

great experience. Marketers need to help positively 

influence public ratings and reviews without cheating. 

As we’ll discuss later, leveraging customer surveys 

to encourage real customers to leave real reviews is 

one way brands can increase the volume of reviews to 

keep the impact of fraudulent reviews to a minimum.

With the rise of social influence in customer decision-

making, it’s no wonder marketers lose sleep over 

social media and why it’s starting to get significant 

brand attention and investment. Yes, social media 

can be used to tactically increase sales by keeping 

the brand top of mind and delivering promotions or 

coupons that drive action, but social media is also a 

forum where brand positioning is either reinforced 

through customer stories and customer agreement or 

where significant ad spending and positioning efforts 

are neutralized or torn apart by customers.

Empowerment: 
Omnichannel means the 
customer’s in charge

3

SMG omnichannel ebook // 3 key ways omnichannel is changing expectations

92% of consumers 
regularly or occasionally 
read online reviews

88% of consumers trust 
reviews as much as personal 
recommendations

Empowerment: 
Omnichannel means the 
customer’s in charge

3
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How do surveys fit 
into the omnichannel 
experience?

A successful omnichannel 

strategy depends on customer 

data and feedback. Getting input 

from customers — especially in 

their own words — helps brands 

leverage behavioral data for 

greater customer insights. 



How do surveys fit 
into the omnichannel 
experience?

At first blush, surveys may 

seem like poor tools for 

meaningful conversations 

with customers, but they don't 

have to be. Understanding 

where surveys fall short of 

the omnichannel experience 

helps us determine how they 

can be improved to function as 

effective tools in omnichannel 

retailing. Let's start there 

before we address remedies.worst 
practices



In a world of 140-character tweets, 

emoticons, and instant everything, 

taking a survey can often feel tedious.

Surveys are usually long 

because brands want to know 

a lot about their customers.

Brands care about how well they 

execute on aspects of CX (e.g., 

product availability and selection, 

employee friendliness and knowledge, 

organization and cleanliness). They also 

want to know about customers’ brand 

perceptions, emotional loyalty, and 

visits to competitors. 

Meanwhile, different brand stakeholders 

in different departments contribute 

their own questions to include, others 

are reluctant to abandon existing 

tracking metrics and their corresponding 

questions, and inevitably more questions 

are added to the survey in response to 

emerging business concerns. 

The result is an ever lengthening survey, 

as the incremental cost to the brand to 

add questions is minimal. Often ignored 

is the incremental effort required for 

customers to complete the survey.

Survey length

SMG omnichannel ebook //  5 worst practices

1
Abandonment 

rates increase with 

survey length

Survey length 
(in minutes)

Average 
abandonment  

rate

4

5

6

7

8

9

10+

Mobile

PC

14%

6%

10%

5%

12%

4%

9%

4%

4%

3%

4%

3%

6%
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2
Survey content is often not personalized 

or specific to a customer’s unique 

experience or relationship with a brand. 

As a result, customers end up wading 

through questions that don’t pertain 

to them. 

Well-designed surveys can use entry 

codes and smart branching to increase 

question relevance — pre-populating 

the survey with information about the 

customer’s specific experience. In this 

way, the survey is able to ask relevant 

questions right away, without customers 

having to first provide basic information 

themselves. However, survey takers 

remain relatively anonymous unless 

their feedback is linked to a loyalty card 

or encrypted credit card number. 

Irrelevant content

If surveys are to be part of 

omnichannel CX, they need 

to be seamless and branded 

experiences that can 

effectively incorporate and 

share information with other 

touchpoints.

SMG omnichannel ebook //  5 worst practices

Consider entry codes 

and smart branching to 

pre-populate surveys 

with information about 

the customer’s specific 

experience

Yes

No

Question

Yes

No

Question

Yes

No

Question

Yes

No

Question
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Customers often complete surveys 

after their interaction with a brand, 

because it’s easier to push a survey 

after a transaction, and doing so 

eliminates the risk of disrupting the 

shopping and purchasing experience.

However, the longer the time 

between the experience and 

survey, the less customers 

remember. The less 

customers remember, the 

more likely errors are to be 

introduced into survey data. 

We saw this clearly in a study we did 

comparing self-reported visit frequency 

with visits detected through SMG’s 

location-based mobile research 

app — SurveyMini®. The more time 

that elapsed between a visit and the 

survey, the more likely customers were 

to under- or over-report visit frequency. 

Interestingly, those customers who 

made reporting errors were just as 

confident in their judgment as those 

who didn’t. These findings suggest 

asking customers about their behavior 

with a brand needs to happen 

immediately following an interaction 

with that brand.21 

Too much time  
between the experience 
and the survey

SMG omnichannel ebook //  5 worst practices

inaccurate

inaccurate

24hours
less than

more than

6%

Inaccuracy doubled 
in survey responses 
taken after 24 hours

12%
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It’s been said that customers can’t tell 

brands what they want. Henry Ford is 

credited as saying, “If I had asked my 

customers what they wanted they would 

have said a faster horse.” This idea 

has been reinforced by findings from 

behavioral economics that highlight 

consumer decision-making biases22 and 

fueled by proponents of non-conscious 

consumer measurement (e.g., implicit 

association tests, brain imaging).23  

In this view, customers can’t be 

trusted to provide useful and unbiased 

information so brands must ditch 

survey data and focus exclusively on 

behavioral data (for example, visit 

frequency, time in store, average spend, 

response to advertising, and even brain 

wave patterns).

Customer feedback 
isn’t valued

Some brands neglect CX feedback entirely, using only 
behavioral data to form their omnichannel strategies. 
But in doing so, these brands are missing out on half 
of the equation.

SMG omnichannel ebook //  5 worst practices
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5
Technology has decreased the cost of 

customer surveys, so many brands use 

them. Far fewer brands are willing to 

invest in following up with customers and 

taking action based on survey results. 

It’s frustrating for customers when they 

take the time to complete a survey 

but don’t hear anything in return. And 

it’s not just about complaints — in an 

omnichannel world, most customers also 

want some kind of acknowledgement 

when they provide a compliment or 

positive feedback. 

Even if customers don’t want immediate 

acknowledgement and follow-up, they 

still want brands to take feedback-driven 

action inside their organizations. 

Many survey-takers don’t feel the 

information they provide gets into the 

hands of someone who can take action 

to improve their experience next time. 

This can be true even if a brand is taking 

action. First, it can take a long time to 

make changes in a complex organization, 

and customers don’t feel those changes 

happen fast enough. Second, most 

brands don’t communicate what they’re 

doing as a result of customer feedback, 

so customers assume they aren’t 

doing anything. 

For omnichannel customers accustomed 

to seamless experiences, fast replies, 

and greater brand intimacy, not showing 

them evidence of acting on their 

feedback communicates that they aren’t 

important to the brand.

Lack of action

Many survey-takers don’t feel the information they 

provide gets into the hands of someone who can 

take action to improve their experience next time.

SMG omnichannel ebook //  5 worst practices
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How do surveys fit 
into the omnichannel 
experience?

There are many ways 

surveys can and should 

be improved to remain 

a source of valuable 

feedback from customers.

10best 
practices



If one of the hallmarks of an omnichannel experience 

is reduced effort, surveys need to evolve accordingly. 

The popularity of the Net Promoter Score (NPS) can 

be attributed in part to the realization that surveys are 

too long. The metric’s proponents argue for shorter 

surveys — in some cases just asking customers how 

likely they are to recommend the brand followed by an 

open-ended question asking, “Why?”24

In SMG’s experience, a single question is often not 

sufficient for orienting customers to the specifics of 

their interaction or deriving CX metrics that brands can 

use to track progress. But reigning in survey length still 

makes sense. 

For surveys following a transaction, 20–30 questions 

might be appropriate if customers feel their feedback 

will be acted upon and they receive an incentive to 

participate — such as a future discount or chance 

to win something.

Although we have not seen significant declines in the 

past several years, response rates for transactional 

surveys remain low, and the effort required to take a 

survey introduces some self-selection bias into the 

sample of customers providing feedback (Customers 

with less time, who are less invested in the brand, and 

for whom the incentive is not appealing are less likely 

to respond.). 

One way to shorten surveys and increase response 

rates is for brands to use customer information 

they already have instead of asking for it every 

time the customer is surveyed. For example, 

SurveyMini users are only ever asked 11 questions 

in a single survey. This is possible because the 

app’s users have already completed profile 

information — including such things as customer 

demographics, interests, and media use. 

In addition, the app’s proprietary PinPoint 

TechnologyTM captures ongoing information about 

customer behavior — things like what brands they 

visit, on what days, at what times, for how long. This 

means fewer behavioral questions need to be asked 

on the survey. And the shorter surveys, combined 

with behavioral data, can yield better insights. 

This idea of combining data from other sources to 

reduce the questions asked of customers is relevant 

on any survey platform. Tying a transactional, 

receipt-based CX survey to a customer loyalty card 

or other CRM (customer relationship management) 

data means brands don’t have to ask the same 

customers the same questions about who they are 

each time they’re surveyed. This makes surveys 

shorter and communicates to customers that 

the brand not only knows them, but also values 

their time. 

SMG omnichannel ebook //  10 best practices

Ask fewer questions1

This idea of combining data from other sources 

to reduce the questions asked of customers is 

relevant on any survey platform. 
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Leverage customer comments
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2 One concern in reducing survey length is 

brands might miss asking about something 

important to customers. However, open-

ended questions let customers comment 

on anything important that the survey 

questions didn’t cover. 

In addition, the ability to respond in their 

own words provides customers with an 

outlet for positive or negative emotions and 

gives anyone following up with the customer 

more detail about the experience. Further, 

by using text analytics to analyze these 

open-ended comments, brands can put 

quantitative value to qualitative feedback.  

The way brands ask open-ended questions 

can impact the quality of responses, so 

make sure questions are asked in a way that 

encourages richer responses.25 

Text analytics can be a rich source of 

insights, but brands should be cautious 

of using text analytics tools to simulate 

real-time conversations with survey-

takers. While the conversational aspect 

of this approach is appealing in an 

omnichannel environment, even state-of-

the-art automated text analytics is still not 

sophisticated enough to get a conversation 

right with a real-time customer.26 The 

best text analytics tools achieve 80–90% 

classification accuracy, which is great for 

analyzing patterns in customer comments to 

uncover insights, but not great for real-time 

communication with customers. 

Ask “why” instead of “what” 
for rich qualitative comments 

35%

  
more characters

10%

  
more categories
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Survey personalization can take many forms. At a 

minimum, brands need to stop asking loyalty card-

carrying customers what time a transaction occurred 

and forcing them to enter a long survey entry code 

with this basic information. Back-end communication 

problems or POS limitations are pain points for 

retailers, but customers don’t care. They expect 

omnichannel technology to reduce their effort, 

including the effort required to take surveys.

The best way to enhance personalization in surveys 

is to leverage what the brand already knows about 

a customer. 

As omnichannel retailing evolves  
and surveys become another form  
of conversation with a brand, being 
able to use the customer’s name in  
a survey and reference past behavior 
is critical. 

Imagine if at the end of a survey you’re taking about 

your in-store experience you’re casually asked how 

you’re enjoying a sweater you bought online a month 

earlier? Whether this question delights customers 

or feels a little creepy will depend on how much they 

trust the brand. If they trust the brand, it’s a thoughtful 

addition to the current survey; if not, it might feel 

like stalking. 

The great part about an omnichannel approach  

is brands can measure how much customers trust 

them through surveys, but also through a customer’s 

progressive willingness to share information and  

opt-in for personalization. 

Some customers will want to complete surveys 

anonymously, and that’s fine. They may be concerned 

their ratings or comments will be identified with them 

personally the next time they visit a physical store in 

their neighborhood. But why not give customers the 

same choice they get when communicating on other 

platforms? Let them elect to always share feedback, 

decide on a survey-by-survey basis, or never share 

feedback. 

Survey anonymity is less of an issue as customers 

become increasingly connected across omnichannel 

touchpoints, more accustomed to sharing opinions 

through social media, and further empowered 

as customers.

Personalize the survey3

SMG omnichannel ebook //  10 best practices

Customers will give up some privacy 

for personalization if they feel they 

are getting value in return. The only 

requirements are: 

Brands communicate  

the value effectively

Customers be given a  

choice to share information

Brands make protecting  

customer information a priority
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Delivering surveys in the right context makes them 

more relevant for customers and more likely to yield 

accurate and actionable information. 

 

 

 

 

 

First and foremost, brands should ensure surveys 

are mobile-optimized. In an omnichannel world, a 

survey that renders poorly on a mobile device just 

isn’t acceptable. Our research shows the percentage 

of transactional surveys completed on mobile devices 

has increased steadily over the past few years to over 

40% today.27 

We’ve also found mobile devices let customers 

complete surveys at more convenient times, 

like during downtime when they’re looking for a 

distraction. But these surveys need to be short, 

because mobile downtime is frequently interrupted. 

To help keep surveys contextual, brands can leverage 

location-based mobile research apps like SurveyMini 

to trigger a short survey to the customer’s smartphone 

immediately after a visit. Use of this technology can 

significantly increase response rates versus traditional 

receipt-based research. 

Part of the reason for higher response rates is that 

customers know surveys will be short, and they’re 

offered a powerful incentive (a discount or free 

offer from their favorite brands) in exchange for 

their feedback. But it’s also because SurveyMini 

delivers the survey invitation immediately following 

an experience on a device the customer is regularly 

engaging with. In fact, research suggests people 

look at their mobile phones 110–150 times each 

day.28 This makes mobile devices a powerful way 

for customers to receive survey invitations and 

take surveys.

Pushing survey invitations to respondents also allows 

long survey content to be broken up into smaller bites. 

For example, customers can be asked about a visit to 

a retail store in one short survey and then be offered 

a follow-up survey that delves into reasons they didn’t 

make a planned purchase and what they intend to do 

about it.

Surveys offered in context, with relevant content 

distributed among shorter surveys as needed, reduce 

customer burden and lead to much higher response 

rates. This helps increase the quality of survey data, 

which leads to better customer insights. 

Make it easy for customers to 
take surveys when they choose4

SMG omnichannel ebook //  10 best practices

Surveys offered in context, with 

relevant content distributed among 

shorter surveys as needed, reduce 

customer burden and lead to much 

higher response rates.

40%
of surveys completed 
on mobile devices
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Use the right survey 
for the right purpose5
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Customers often aren’t able to provide 

exact information on what would make an 

experience better, but surveys don’t always 

encourage them to provide the best possible 

information. Surveys that ask customers 

about their personal characteristics, common 

behavior, a recent transaction, their overall 

relationship with a brand, perceptions of 

competitors, and interest in new products 

and services feel more like an interrogation 

than a conversation. These aren’t the kinds 

of conversations customers want to have 

with omnichannel brands.

If brands want to know about usability, they 

should gain this information by examining 

customer behavior and break-off rates at 

different touchpoints along their customer 

journey — not by asking the customer about 

it. Rather, survey feedback can help brands 

spot immediate customer pain points where 

omnichannel experiences designed to be 

seamless are falling apart in practice. 

In many cases, customer feedback can be 

used to innovate and develop new products 

and services. But again, an omnichannel 

customer survey probably isn’t the best 

platform for soliciting this information. It’s 

true reoccurring pain points and unmet 

customer needs can suggest areas ripe for 

innovation, but innovative customer ideas in 

a survey designed to track service delivery 

or measure brand equity will most likely 

get drowned out in the competing noise. 

Brands should save these questions for 

separate surveys or other platforms in order 

to get the most helpful information from 

customers without diminishing the value 

of the core CX survey. 
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Objective, behavioral feedback is great — but there’s 

a lot of it, and companies are still struggling to 

design systems to capture it, make sure it’s accurate, 

and wring insights out of it. Even the best systems 

are still evolving. 

In his book, The Signal and the Noise, Nate Silver 

highlights some of the predictive failures of big 

data — in part because human beings bestow their 

own biases on otherwise objective data — but also 

because analysts often fail to incorporate diverse data 

sources into their predictive models. Silver shows how 

political forecasters who use “fundamentals-based 

models” — or those that ignore what voters say they 

will do in political polls — perform much worse than 

models that combine external factors like economic 

data and historical trends with reliable poll results.29  

Like political polls, surveys provide information about 

attitudes and intentions that can be used to create 

more predictive models. 

Consider a simplified example where three retail 

customers exhibit three different patterns of visits 

to a favored Orange retailer and an alternative Blue 

retailer. Pictured on the right are twelve visits to the 

Orange and Blue retailers over time. 

This visit information could be gathered in a variety 

of ways; SMG uses our location-based mobile 

research app SurveyMini to capture customer visits.

The behavioral data alone is 

powerful. On average, these three 

customers visit brand Orange eight 

times before switching to brand Blue. 

Combine survey feedback and 
behavioral data for better insights 6

SMG omnichannel ebook //  10 best practices

Customer visits

Orange retailer Blue retailer Customer 1 Customer 2 Customer 3

Visits to:
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This behavioral data could be further sliced and diced 

to help determine if time between visits, time in store, 

location convenience, or other factors help predict 

customer defection. However, survey data provides 

a rich and easy complement to this behavioral data. 

The same pattern of customer behavior is shown 

on the right. But this time we have some additional 

information from customers that points to the “why” 

behind their behavior. Visits to brand Orange circled in 

red indicate a customer-reported negative experience; 

visits to brand Blue circled in green indicate visits 

when customers reported their reason for visit. 

This customer feedback can help reveal patterns in 

the data. For example, instead of looking at average 

defection rates, we now know that customers don’t 

defect after eight visits in general, they defect after 

three consecutive negative experiences with a brand. 

Customer feedback can also help us understand  

the exceptions to our predictive algorithms.  

In this example, Customer 3 didn’t leave because  

of a poor experience with brand Orange, but  

instead reported visiting brand Blue because  

of positive recommendations from friends.  

These recommendations appear to have been 

warranted because of Customer 3’s continued  

visits to brand Blue. 

Behavioral data alone lets us predict 
customer churn or loyalty by looking 
at customer visit patterns, but 
survey data helps tell us why churn 
is more likely with some customers 
versus others. 

In this case, knowing why customers churn and not 

just when has implications for a brand’s customer 

retention strategy. 

Combine survey feedback and 
behavioral data for better insights 6

SMG omnichannel ebook //  10 best practices

Survey data

Negative experience Reason for visit Customer 1 Customer 2 Customer 3

Customer reported:
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Use multiple survey measures 
to reduce error and encourage 
engagement

7
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Some brands elect to collect customer 

feedback in a way that tries to mirror 

behavioral data. Quick — and sometimes 

repeated — pulse surveys ask customers 

about one or two aspects of their 

experience in context. 

These types of surveys can be useful in 

some situations but aren’t a replacement 

for more comprehensive surveys for two 

primary reasons: 

1. First, single measures of CX invite 

measurement error. Measurement error means 

scores are likely to vary more over time, and 

these metrics will not be very predictive of 

important outcomes.30 This makes it difficult 

to create valid predictive models with single 

measures of CX. 

2. Second, other than the statistical problems, 

customers tend to view single measures as 

low-effort attempts to assess their experience, 

and as such, they don’t expect brands to 

expend a lot of effort taking action on results. 

The transactional nature of these types of 

measures, and the fact that they stifle a richer 

conversation with customers rather than 

enable it, make them less valuable than other 

forms of customer feedback.

To reduce error and encourage genuine 

engagement from customers, avoid single-

measure surveys. 
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Take action on survey results8
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If a brand can only do one 

thing with survey feedback, 

this should be it! Surveys 

need to have a “close the 

loop” capability, and the loop 

needs to be closed both with 

customers and inside the 

brand organization. Because 

in addition to telling customers 

that they've been heard, brands 

also need to make changes 

customers can experience. 

That's the ultimate litmus test 

of whether a brand is listening. 

Here we’ve described a few 

simple ways to start closing the 

loop with customers, followed 

by tips for closing the loop 

within the organization. 
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Take action on survey results 
Close the loop with customers8
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1 2 3
Apologize in the survey and offer 
follow-up to customers who give  
a poor rating.  

Follow-up can include being contacted by a store 

manager or being transferred to a brand website 

or helpline. 

When offering follow-up to customers, ask for their 

name and preferred contact information even if that’s 

data already captured in a CRM system, because it 

gives the customer a choice and eliminates the risk of 

no actual follow-up if the brand has trouble appending 

contact information to the survey. 

Ask customers if they want to share 
their feedback on social media sites. 

Customers are more likely to share positive reviews 

when prompted, but asking all customers shows their 

feedback matters and the brand is transparent. 

Negative experiences can also be addressed through 

social media, as brands can solve problems through 

private conversations on platforms like Facebook 

and Twitter. And if customers are happy with the 

way a brand addressed their issue, it’s ok to gently 

encourage them to communicate their satisfaction on 

social media — as long as the resolution doesn’t start to 

appear as just a pretext for some positive PR.  

In his book, High-Tech, High-Touch Customer Service, 

Micah Solomon provides useful suggestions for 

resolving problems with customers and for turning 

the resolutions into opportunities for advocacy.31  

Tell customers what will happen  
as a result of their feedback. 

A brand’s website and social media pages allow them to 

share what they’re learning from customers, and brands 

don’t need to share proprietary or sensitive information 

to let customers know they’re taking action based on 

their feedback. 

In addition to letting customers know they’re being 

heard, a brand’s website and social channels can  

also suggest ways customers can help themselves  

to avoid omnichannel service problems in the future. 

For example, if lots of customers complain items are  

out of stock, that brand can highlight a new process  

to reduce out-of-stocks, or they can point customers  

to an app or website to help them verify items they  

want are in stock before visiting a store. 
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Take action on survey results 
Close the loop within the organization8

Make someone in senior  
leadership accountable for CX. 

Yes, the customer experience is everyone’s job, 

and delivering a great omnichannel experience 

should be a goal for IT, marketing, customer 

insights, and operations. But someone at a high 

level in the organization needs to have overall 

accountability for taking action on customer 

feedback. Without that, no changes will take place. 

Make sure customer feedback  
gets shared internally. 

Many brands still operate in silos with departments 

focused on different objectives and rarely sharing 

information. When this is the case, customers 

will often know more about a business than 

its employees. 

Delivering a seamless CX by incorporating customer 

feedback from multiple touchpoints is impossible 

to achieve with a siloed organization. Keep metrics 

simple and consistent and share both positive 

and negative customer comments to keep the 

organization motivated and focused on CX.

Have flexible processes in place  
to address customer feedback. 

Omnichannel customers expect brands to respond 

to their feedback in a timely manner. In fact, 82% of 

customers report having their issues responded to 

quickly is the number one factor of a great customer 

experience.32 To that end, having processes in 

place to collect, analyze, and respond to the types 

of feedback brands are most likely to get from 

customers can help responses happen quickly.  

These processes also help ensure responses are 

consistent with a brand’s values and interests. 

Collecting and building a searchable knowledge base 

of responses and standard processes for contact 

center agents provides a consistent and quick 

method to respond to customer feedback. 

1 2 3
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9 Use technology to track 
the close-the-loop process 

Given advances in technology 

and the importance of retaining 

customers, brands should 

be using surveys and other 

omnichannel touchpoints to 

address and resolve customer 

pain points. 

Technology greatly reduces the administrative 

work of logging and tracking customer 

complaints as well as following up with internal 

staff to make sure they have been resolved. 

The same system can also be leveraged to 

recognize, share, and celebrate when the 

brand delights customers.
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Listen to employees 
as well as customers10
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One of the main reasons 

technology innovations and CRM 

initiatives yield poor results or 

fail outright is that brands don’t 

get employees involved in the 

changes they want to make.33  

 
It’s apparent omnichannel brands need to 

be asking customers how well employees 

support the company’s brand promise. But 

brands should also be using employees as a 

resource to better understand the experience 

of customers. 

Employees are on the front lines of 

omnichannel CX. Whether employees 

feel supported and empowered to serve 

customers has a profound effect on a 

customer’s experience, not to mention the 

employee’s own engagement and job tenure. 

Employee engagement surveys can be 

just as critical in shaping omnichannel 

CX as customer surveys. The same 

recommendations for making customer 

surveys consistent with an omnichannel 

environment also apply to employee surveys. 

Just like customers, employees want seamless 

and consistently positive experiences with the 

brands they work for. If employees don’t have 

a positive experience with a brand, how likely 

are customers to have one?
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Technology is changing retail. New products, channels, 

and features are being added to the customer journey 

every day. Yet, an omnichannel strategy is more than 

just the sum of its technological parts.

Omnichannel retailing is a philosophy 
that attempts to leverage customer 
data and customer feedback to create 
a seamless and personalized brand 
experience for customers that leads  
to greater satisfaction for them —  
and increased sales and profitability  
for the brand. 

A brand’s ability to learn and adapt to changing 

customer expectations will dictate whether that brand 

is a successful omnichannel retailer. CRM solutions 

that capture data on customer behaviors are powerful 

weapons in the omnichannel retailer’s arsenal. But 

because customer feedback can help supercharge  

big data insights, surveys will remain an important  

part of any omnichannel strategy. 

Surveys help keep customer journeys seamless 

across touchpoints by highlighting pain points such as 

ineffective apps or websites, poorly trained associates, 

poor-quality products, and many other elements of 

CX that don’t live up to a brand’s promise. Leveraging 

behavioral data alone will often fail to reveal these 

pain points or take longer to do so.

Omnichannel at its core is also about relationship 

building. Well-designed surveys communicate to 

customers that their feedback is valuable while 

at the same time creating opportunities for richer 

conversations and increased engagement with brands.  

Omnichannel experiences will keep evolving, and 

successful brands will position themselves to adapt. 

The best way to adapt to changes in omnichannel 

retailing is to know your customers and what they 

need and value. Combining data on what customers 

do — as well as what they think — is more important 

than ever.

So now it’s up to you — to apply these learnings 

in your business, learn from your customers, and 

deliver an omnichannel experience that exceeds 

their expectations. 

Conclusion
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